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Brand loyalty is low in menswear and the 
number of brands in the consideration set 
of shoppers is also lower than before.
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PERSONAL
Who is your biggest professional mentor?
It would be Badri Narayanan (Global VP for Customer 
Development, Unilever) who was my last boss at HUL.

If not a brand marketer, what would you be?
A techie (being an engineer and having worked with a 
technology company). 

Name a brand (other than your own) you admire. Why?
Apple, because it has created magic beyond logic. Con-
sumers are ready to pay a premium despite it being an 
irrational decision and despite the fact that the product is 
not the most cutting-edge, technologically. 

CATEGORY 
What are the big challenges you see coming your way 
in the next 12 months?
The challenge is being part of the consideration set of 
shoppers across multiple occasions of use or slices of 
their lives. Brands have to build an immersive experience 
across the various touch-points.

What’s the biggest change in the way consumers ap-
proach your segment today, versus a year back? To 
what do you attribute this?
While brand loyalty is low in the menswear category, the 
number of brands in the consideration set of shoppers 
is also lower than ever before. This is possibly due to 
reduced attention span of consumers as well as blurred 
differentiation among brands in this category.  

Which product segment out there impacts trends in 
your category most? Why?  
Entertainment and tourism are two industries which 
impact exposure to fashion and drive demand. Within 
menswear, the second layer over ‘the shirt’, be it jackets 
or bandhgalas or bandis, drives trends.

In what way/s does your marketing strategy change 
from tier I to tier II and III markets?
India is not a homogeneous market and has huge psy-
chological, social, cultural and environmental differences 
which define and drive fashion. While the proposition 
remains the same, the product (assortment in terms of 
blends, collections, range), price bands, place (channel – 
exclusive, franchisee, multi-brand, wholesale) and pro-
motion mix changes across different markets.

MARKETING 
What’s the toughest part of being a brand marketer?
Reduced attention span of consumers, fragmented media 
and concerns of privacy are making things tougher for 
marketers today. Marketers have to invent smarter ways 
to reach out to consumers in a non-intrusive way and tell 
their story without hard-selling.

Name the biggest professional hurdle you faced recent-
ly. How did you tide over it? 
Category or market development tasks are always diffi-
cult and need the right model, immense patience, and the 
ability to fail fast, learn and stay invested in the idea for 
long. I have seen this across categories, from hair care, 
premium personal care, oral care, household care and 
now tailoring. Bringing about change in consumer behav-
iour is always difficult and takes time.

As a marketer in the digital age, what is your biggest 
nightmare?
One disgruntled consumer can bring a brand down. So, 
brands have to be authentic and transparent.

ADVERTISING 
What is your lead medium of communication today? 
Which medium do you use least? 
TV and digital are lead mediums for us today. Cinema is 
the least used medium and possibly under-leveraged.

In what way has your relationship with your agency 
partners - creative and media planning/buying - 
changed of late? What’s the one must-have quality for 
an agency today? 
More and more agencies now own the brand as much as 
the marketing team does. One important quality for an 
agency is the ability to question and challenge the client 
on the brand and business, like an equal partner.

Are you open to paying agencies a pitch fee? 
No. Nobody gets paid to prepare and attend a job inter-
view, why should they?

Do you wish you could work with just one full-service 
creative agency instead of multiple creative minds?
Yes, but that would be wishful thinking. The diverse ca-
pabilities needed today require domain experts, which 
means multiple minds.
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